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Genetic engineering
 

Exploiting your DNAExploiting your DNA
 

You are what you are (swing speed), and you have what you have (driver),

but when it comes to your launch DNA, we’re the genetic experts you want

to consult.

 

 

 What if we didn’t have to change your swing speed or your driver to add

10, 20, and even more yards to your tee shot?
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By finding ways, with your current swing speed and driver, to influence

your launch angle and spin rate, we can make a dramatic difference to your

performance off the tee. For each of you, we can find a tee height, ball

position at address, and angle of attack on the ball that can fundamentally

change your launch DNA.

 

Challenge us, challenge yourselfChallenge us, challenge yourself
Come and spend 30 minutes with us and let's see how we can modify your

launch DNA to deliver performance you didn’t dream you were capable of.

 

Contact us >Contact us >
 

Start the journey
 

https://tpcriversbend.glflocker.com


 

This is the greatest game on the planet. Every shot that feels right is a

beautiful experience. Let’s create more of them, and the game gets even

better.

 

 

Book your assessmentBook your assessment
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